The U.S. high-peqormance computing community still uses the term "Grand Challenge" f o r a variety of dificult problems in computational science. Though 
Some history
When computing machinery first became available for numerical solutions in the 1940s, many mathematicians questioned the validity of the digital representations of real number values, and suspected that automatic computers would always be useless for obtaining mathematically cox-rect simulations. In solving a set of linear equations, the coefficients in the matrix are seldom exact, and rounding errors made during the computation appeared capable of wandering far from the exact answer. When the Monte Carlo method was introduced in 1953, particularly for simulated annealing [8] , it icstigated an entirely new approach to solution bounding. Statistical confidence intervals could be derived for computed values, in contrast to the 00 type of analysis. The indeterminacy in the answer was philosophically distasteful to some, since the computer is conceptually deterministic; treating its answers as random variables led John von Neumann to remark once, "You realize, of course, that anyone who tries to make random numbers on a computer is in a state of sin." [6] By the 1960s, Wilkinson [9] and others established the idea that many physical problems produced positive definite matrices that would diminish rather than amplify errors as the computation progressed. Stability of time stepping methods for PDEs and ODE also became part of the standard literature during that decade. It was around that time that algorithms were measured by their demand for floating point multiplications (sometimes paired with floating point additions, though these were thought trivial compared to the multiplications). Computers appeared with special hardware for floating-point arithmetic, and the game of measuring computers in "megaflops" (millions of floating-point operations per second) was started.
One approach to validating numerical answers is interval arithmetic [7, 131. Interval arithmetic is sometimes used to impose rigor on computation. If used naively, it almost invariably creates bounds on the answer that are too large to be useful. In the 1980s, there was a brief resurgence in interest in numerical rigor via interval methods that was led by researchers in Germany and led to products such as PASCAL-SC and ACRITH software [14] . The latter was briefly marketed by IBM as "ULTRITH." Though it was much slower than conventional arithmetic, it was phenomenal in its ability to get right answers to numerically unstable problems.
Early researchers were much more concerned with the mathematical validity of computation science than is the present generation. Even the most cursory survey of published results in supercomputing [ 111 shows that: U S . Government Work Not Protected by U S . Copyright Answers are seldom compared with physical experiments.
Discretization error is ignored.
Numerical error is treated as negligible when using "double precision" arithmetic.
Hardware measures "speedup" and "flopslsecond" are still commonly used as scientific application goals, even when they correlate inversely with the time required to find a result [ 3 ] .
Mal Kalos, now director of the Cornel1 Theory Center, has suggested [5] that the absence of concern about the correctness of answers stems from the standardization of IEEE floating-point arithmetic. Whereas in the early 1980s one saw different answers on an IBM mainframe, a VAX minicomputer, and a CRAY vector computer, one now can port programs from one machine to another and never see a change in the answer. Before, one was constantly reminded of the potential for error in scientific simulations. Now, it has become a distant memory for many. (A noteworthy exception is some of the work done by Higham, [4] .) In teaching graduate courses to computer science majors, I frequently find that not a single student in a class of 20 has had a course in numerical analysis.
The one area where researchers still confront the imperfection of floating-point arithmetic is in parallel computing. Since parallel decompositions frequently are algebraically equivalent yet change associativity (as in a binary sum collapse versus a simple traversal of the list), answers on serial computers differ from those run on parallel computers. The less experienced researchers may jump to the conclusion that the parallel version has a bug and should not be trusted to give "right" answers, when the difference in answers is simply evidence of the continuing need for awareness and analysis of rounding errors.
Programs that assess their own error are fairly rare. ANSYS, the finite element analysis program, estimates and reports precision loss during solution of the stiffness equations, and other programs that solve Ar = b sometimes compute the residual !Ax -bll, but it is usually assumed that A and b are exact.
As of late 1996, the Accelerated Strategic Computing Initiative (ASCI) has reoriented U.S. researchers to the need for validation of simulation results. Where no experiments are possible, one must reexamine the imperfections of the numerical methods from the standpoint of self-consistency and theoretical correctness. ASCI may produce a resurgence of interest in using computers not just to imitate natural processes qualitatively, but to obtain hard numerical bounds on the simulation.
Recent work
About three years ago, researchers in the Scalable Computing Laboratory at Ames began examining some methods that had been in popular use, eventually turning up alarming results:
Most graphics rendering programs produce grossly incorrect (yet good-looking) results.
The so-called "Order N" or "Order MogN' methods for the N-body problem are nothing of the kind.
64-bit arithmetic is often used for methods that have only two or three decimals of discretization accuracy.
Despite the plethora of methods for elliptic PDEs, error analysis is either omitted or done with 0 notation instead of rigorous bounds on the solution.
Monte Carlo methods are often as computationally efficient and fast-converging as the nominal "best" method when solution bounds are used to define progress toward an answer.
There is a widespread misconception that answer quality is proportionate to the number of discrete variables.
For purposes of Grand Challenge computing, it is essential to have precise goals, and a way of measuring progress toward those goals. Many Grand Challenges have neither. The remainder of this paper will touch on these points and present constructions that might help to solve these difficulties.
A Lesson from the PERFECT Benchmark
The Cray vector computers such as the Y-MP have the ability to truncate mantissa bits to artificially reduce the precision of a calculation. This provides an excellent and quick way to assess the sensitivity of an algorithm to rounding error without painstaking analysis; while it cannot assure that a method is valid, it can certainly flag cases where the method is not valid. It can also show that the amount of precision being used is far more than needed.
Each of the application programs in the PERFECT benchmark suite were tested using this mantissa adjuster. The maximum precision of Cray arithmetic is about 14 decimals (47 bits), and all the PERFECT benchmarks were assumed to require "64-bit'' floating-point arith-metic. However, some of the benchmarks needed less than 14-decimal accuracy, and one in particular continued to give reasonable answers when the accuracy had been reduced to two decimals. In other words, 8-bit arithmetic would have sufficed for answers that the application users would deem "acceptable."
It is impossible to measure computer performance without attention to the answer quality; yet it is rare to see any mention of the answer quality in computational science papers that discuss performance. Consider two scenarios:
1. A parallel computer rated at 3 teraflopdsecond achieves a sustained activity of 1 teraflops/second and 70% parallel efficiency in modeling a nuclear weapon detonation. There is no proof of correctness or self-consistency, and no measurement of the progress toward an answer.
2.
A computer rated at 200 megaflops/second achieves an unknown level of hardware activity and parallel efficiency. The results have a 95% confidence interval and verification against experiment for scaled-down runs.
Scenario 1 probably costs about 10,000 times more money than Scenario 2. Is it 10,000 times more successful? There is no way to tell given this information, but the possibility exists that the actual performance of Scenario 1 is nil. The goals of flops/second or parallel efficiency are valid goals for computer designers, but are dubious goals for users and application programmers.
"Grand Challenge" examples

The factoring of RSA 129
An outstanding example of a huge computational problem with a clearly defined goal was the factoring of a 129-digit number. The unknown to be determined was an artificial one, as opposed to one posed by nature: Find the two prime factors of a given 129-digit number, and use the result to decode a short message. There are no "almost right answers" to this problem: either you get it or you don't.
The effort spent on this very precisely-defined problem dwarfs that spent on Grand Challenges of the physical simulation variety. The organizers [ 11 stated that an estimated "5000 MIPS-years" were consumed finding the factorization. This is over lOI7 operations. The set of integer intervals remaining to be tested was posted and maintained on the Internet. Interested parties could attack an interval not yet allocated to anyone and send the results back when done. This formed a case of large-scale parallelism of the Internet via simple e-mail, a historic first. The organizers of the effort estimated that if the entire resources of the Internet been applied to the problem, it would have taken about three hours (lo5 seconds); this implies that the Internet circa 1994, taken as a whole, was about a 1 teraflop/second parallel computer. It is probably about 10 times that currently, given increases in computer speed compounded with more computers on the internet.
Graphic rendering
The rendering problem, in practical terms, is to create a photorealistic image of a scene from a geometrical description of the objects and light sources in the scene. This is not a certified "Grand Challenge," but is nonetheless one of the most compute-intensive and economically important uses of computers today. The motion picture Toy Story required the rendering of about 1 . 4~1 0~ frames, with each of many Sun workstations spending about lo5 seconds per frame. If the workstations sustain about 7x107 operations per second, the operational work required for Toy Story was thus about IOis operations. I estimate this to be somewhat higher than some of the most ambitious climate modeling runs, for instance. It is very nearly the same size as the RSA 129 factorization, which was done a year or two earlier.
So how do the practitioners of computer graphics measure the goodness of their results? By comparison with photographs? By comparison with problems for which analytic solutions are known? By numerical error analysis of the photon transport equations as approximated by the algorithms? None of these. They look at the pictures on the screen and estimate their "realism" and esthetic value. In the case of Toy Story, this was a valid goal (though an imprecise one). Unfortunately, the same type of measure is sometimes applied, say, to the results of a computational fluid dynamics result; M. Gunzburger has coined the term "eyeball norm" when answers are accepted because they "look right" in graphic form.
For some forms of graphics, such as predicting the appearance of architectural interiors prior to their construction and decoration, one might demand a more rigorous solution to the problem of Kajiya's Rendering Equation. State-of-the-art rendering programs use a variety of lighting models and surface property assumptions to create scenes that superficially mimic the physics of light. Most fall far short of solving the Rendering Equation, and none measure convergence to a physically correct answer. At Ames Lab we are working on photon transport models that converge to the physical answer and have measurable progress toward that goal.
Climate modeling
N-body: orbital calculations
Climate modeling is an easily-stated, easilyunderstood Grand Challenge: Compute whether the climate will change in the next 100 years as the result of atmospheric pollutants, and if so, by how much. Proponents of this challenge feel that a factor of lo4 times the speed of 1992 computers appears necessary to do justice to this problem [ 121. This factor is the result of scaling the spatial grid resolution of existing coarse models, including more precise physics (particularly with respect to cloud formation), and using smaller time steps. It is a classic continuum problem:
State a set of partial differential equations, initial conditions, and boundary conditions. Pick a discretized approximation to those equations and conditions. Let a computer step through time in imitation of the physics.
Examine the results, repeating the program execution with different assumptions to test sensitivity to the variables.
The problem with this and other timestepping methods is weakness in the validation. If we go back enough years in experimental climate measurement, we don't have sufficient spatial data to initialize the model. In looking for trends spanning several decades, we may have to wait several decades to obtain enough information for history matching of the computational model. Many computational scientists wasted no time looking for a simplification of the climate modeling problem more amenable to study. The shallow water equations are this simplification. With no radiation physics, cloud physics, chemistry, or biological interaction, the shallow water equations are a distant relative of real global climate processes. But they can be expressed in two or three pages of C or Fortran programming, scaled, parallelized, and timed. The simplification is a response to the vagueness of the original Grand Challenge goal.
The outlook for answering the climate prediction Grand Challenge is not very good right now, because the goal is almost hopelessly imprecise. Politicians are justifiably suspicious of computer predictions, since i t is common knowledge that the output of long-running simulations can change dramatically with very subtle changes to input assumptions. If the question is, "How much money should the government spend to curb the output of carbon dioxide'?'' then the advice we get from a computer is better than a pure guess, but not much better.
Not all timestepping simulation is so hopeless. One of the earliest uses of scientific computers was to simulate the motion of N bodies under inverse-square law forces, where N is greater than 2. Even a computer with 27 memory locations (like a 1977 programmable pocket calculator) can do a decent simulation of three-body motion in three dimensions. It is an excellent lesson for beginning students in computational science to write and validate even a two-body simulator. It is not the least bit difficult to come up with simulations that push the two particles along interesting and plausible trajectories but fail utterly to conserve energy and momentum. For instance, one can start the two in what should be a circular orbit and watch a naive Euler timestepping method spiral the two together in an obviously nonphysical way.
With less naive methods for ordinary differential equations, one can obtain simulations that mimic analytic trajectories with high accuracy. These methods can then be applied to the solar system. Unlike the climate model, there are thousands of years of data available for history matching. Planetary position calculation was a Grand Challenge in the 1940s. The solution has been so complete and accurate for at least thirty years that no one regards it as a challenge in computational science, but the nature of the way the problem is posed and the ability to verify the answer is an excellent model for anything we attempt in the 1990s and beyond.
3.5.Materials science, astrophysics, and fusion
The "N-body problem" has been taken to extremes for astrophysical and electrodynamic calculations at places like Caltech and Sandia, where Intel Paragon computers have been used to model ensembles with N on the order of a billion. The size of N has been taken as the figure of merit of the calculation, prompting a race for larger N reminiscent of the competition for computing the most digits of 71. The GRAPE processor project in Japan is a special-purpose computer for N-body computations that has achieved high speed in terms of operations per second.
Methods abound for simplifying N-body computations by treating subsets of the particles as a single particle representing the center of mass. Greengard [2] put one such clustering method on firm ground by showing rigorously how one could compute the forces to accuracy y using order (N logN).p2 operations. For this reason, the N-body problem is often stated to be of complexity MogN. This is a very misleading assessment. What Greengard, Barnes-Hut, Appel and others have shown is that one can increase the number of particles with only a little more than linear increase in work. This does not mean that the qualih of the answer increases proportionately.
When one is simulating the solar system, one does not scale the number of particles arbitrarily. Scaling the number of particles is characteristic of models that are really estimating mass density or charge density, and using points to represent discretizations of that mass. Increasing N is much like increasing the grid resolution of a continuum problem. It improves accuracy, but it is not clear by how much. Let's ask the question more precisely:
To halve the physical error of a simulation using an N-body algorithm, what is the increase in the amount of work?
Ames Laboratory experiments and the Greengard proof both point to the same conclusion: At least four times as much work is needed to double the accuracy, that is, to halve the error. Reducing the error means smaller time steps and an increase in the accuracy of force calculations. As cited above, there is a p2 term in the complexity proved by Greengard. To doublep, therefore, is to require four times as much work. While clustering particles is an excellent way to save work, it does not change the complexity of the calculation as a function of the physical veracih of the answer.
Protein Folding
The protein folding problem has a clearly stated goal: Given a polypeptide sequence, find its stable conformation. Here there are test cases ranging from a few hundred atoms to hundreds of thousands of atoms against which any calculation can be compared. A number of such databases exist on the World Wide Web; one even accepts a set of three-dimensional coordinates for atoms and returns a protein name if a close match is found.
Protein folding is the quintessential Grand Challenge. The algorithm for solving this problem is not yet established. One might think it is simply a matter of refining a molecular dynamics code to the point where it can deal with such huge molecules. So far, all such approaches have failed to find the correct structure of a real protein.
Wilson relates [IO] that when the programs are given the correct conformation as an initial point, they even wander away from it in searching for a minimum energy point.
More recently, there have been some successes with smaller protein sequences. The crux of the difficulty is that it is a variational problem where local minima in the energy are slight and occur at a wide range of length scales. Simulated annealing methods and their kin have failed or appear to be far too slow.
An open question is this: Does protein folding on a computer require brute force, i.e., increases in hardware speed alone, or will it be unsolved until we discover an effective minimization algorithm? It is qcite possible that once the right algorithm is found, it will be tractable on a present-day workstation. In terms of government funding for high-performance computing, it is generally easier to get funding for the brute force approach.
Measuring answer quality
Suppose that the answer to a computational question is a scalar function of space and time (vector solutions are more typical, but we can deal with each component separately). That is, we seek to approximate a function for which the true value is f ( x , y, z, t). If we can bound the answer f rigorously above and below by f and f, both precisely representable on a computer (for example as step functions), then we can define the total error to be and the quality of the answer to be Q = 1 I E, In the case of something like an N-body simulation, one might seek a variation of this: find the total volume of each space-time volume that is guaranteed to enclose each particle. This is a powerful tool, since it allows us to compare different algorithms, different computers, different precisions, all against a universal standard. There is no need for flopslsecond or instructionslsecond, and no way to be misled that increased computer activity must imply a better or quicker answer. At Ames Laboratory we have constructed such bounds for radiosity calculations and simple area estimation, and used them as the basis for broad-spectrum benchmarks. There are two main approaches to finding such bounds and using them in calculation: integral equations and Monte Carlo methods.
Integral equations
Early computational simulations relied on finite difference calculations. Stepping methods for ODES and stencil approximations to derivatives for PDEs are still in widespread use, since they are conceptually simple and easy to program. The finite element method is somewhat less universal, since i t requires a Galerkin-type formulation of a problem. Where it can be applied, however, it produces superior answers with fewer discrete unknown quantities. In simple terms, finite elements piece together pre-solved subdomains, making much better use of knowledge of the answer for ideal geometries. Another approach that can be applied to some problems is to state the physics using an integral equation.
While differential equations are a standard part of the undergraduate and graduate technical curriculum in the United States, integral equations get barely a passing mention in most university programs. It may be time to elevate awareness o f the integral equation formulation, because it often yields a way to use computers to rigorously bound the answer instead of approximate the answer with a 00 error term of uncertain absolute size.
An "integral equation of the second kind" is one of the form where f (x) is the unknown function, and K and g are given functions. (Integral equations of the first kind, with no g function, are typically intractable both analytically and numerically.) This can be rewritten in a way that strongly suggests an iterative method:
Suppose we have a discretization of the domain of the integral into regions 6 , to b,. On each b,, we may be able to find rigorous bounds on K and g, which we denote as K(i, j ) , K+(i, I), g-(i), and g+(i). The integral becomes a summation over j , for some starting guesses for f . Using physical or mathematical reasons, one can sometimes find rigorous (albeit loose) bounds on J as a starting guess, denoted byf(i), and fc(i). If the above equation is used as iterative scheme, the bounds will tighten monotonically for many problems arising in physics. We can use the bounds to compute E and Q as explained above.
Monte Carlo methods
If we cannot find a rigorous bound, we can sometimes find something nearly as good: a statistical "bound," that is, a confidence interval.
Here I use "Monte Carlo" to mean evaluation of a function by sampling, not in the thermodynamic sense of the Metropolis method. For example, particle transport can be simulated by creating emission and reflection distribution functions and counting events of any particular category. Events are chosen to be rare, such as, "A photon is re-emitted from surface k , which is 1% of the entire geometry." Hence, the distribution is approximately Poisson if the random number generator has high quality. If M is the measured number of events, then the standard deviation can be estimated as MI". This means we can establish a confidence interval, say, of three standard deviations around the computed solution and use it to estimate an E and Q similar to those of the hard bound.
Conclusions
For any large computing problem, one must begin by stating the goal in precise mathematical terms. Some "Grand Challenges" have such a clear goal, but many do not. For some of those that do not, one hardly knows where to begin; stating the goal precisely is tantamount to solving the challenge itself. For others, one can take the general approach of measuring total deviation from the true answer as a multidimensional integral, and defining the answer quality as the reciprocal of that deviation. Ideally, the deviation is measured as a set of intervals that rigorously must contain the continuous solution. If this can be done, it can be the basis for a powerful and patently fair method of comparing computers and algorithms, and for defining "success" at a Grand Challenge.
The biggest successes in high-speed computing have occurred where "success" was well-defined to begin with. Those seeking resources for areas where one can only say, "We need teraflops computers so we can do a better job of studying ..." would do well to be more specific in the problem to be solved.
